                                       Get A Life!    Blog#13
Something was touching my heart, and I was chasing my dreams. It was something I'd loved for my entire life, and I decided to jump right into it! 
IT WAS THEATER, IN ITS SWEETEST, PUREST FORM!                                                      
It was fresh, innocent, delightful, fun, exciting...and INVENTIVE!                                                                        
In a nutshell: IT WAS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DRAMA CLUB!                      
Oh yeah! The "ham" that I've always been, I was in "productions"  all through elementary school and especially through high school. But now I was going to step across that threshold from having been a player to being the drama coach.                                                                         
I KNEW IN MY MIND AND IN MY HEART THAT I COULD DO IT!                         
The opportunity to assume this role came one day when I found (in my teacher's mailbox) a staff memo asking if any of the teachers would be interested in offering students an after-school enrichment activity of any type. When I read that memo, I  was sooo excited THAT I COULD HARDLY STAND IT! 
Well, I almost RAN down the hall to the office with my idea! (However, running in the hallway was against school rules.) OK. "Slightly" bending the rules, I walked fast...VERY FAST! I swished into the principal's office. I was out of breath by that time. Gasping, I rapidly told the principal that I wanted to coach a Drama Club. He was somewhat amused, although, knowing ME, he wasn't very surprised. He told me to stop in after school and we'd talk about it. I found it hard to concentrate on what I was doing for the rest of the afternoon.
Finally the moment came! I went into his office and we talked. He offered me          "the grand sum" of $350.(!!!) to run that activity! WOO HOO! (That $350. was supposed to be my pay, but then, I knew all-too-well that putting on ANY KIND of a production would use that amount up in less than a heartbeat!) I didn't care! I was a forerunner! This was "a first" for any elementary school in my entire district. Best of all, this was all  about having a hilariously fun time with the kids and their parents! (Secretly, I wouldn't have cared if the principal had told me that he couldn't pay me A CENT, and that I was on my own in this endeavor!) Anyway, he told me to draw up a description of my after school activity plus the timeline I'd be working inside of, because he'd have to turn it in to the administration office. Hey! ...A piece of cake! 
Now, I'd need to read a batch of plays. Oh yeah...I burned a tad of "midnight oil" on that one! But it was well worth the effort because I found a handful of plays that I could use; one for "starters" and the rest for the future.  I started with children's fairy tale plays, because I wanted my "players" and their parents to feel comfortable with the stories we'd be presenting. Later in my "career" as a drama coach, we branched out to acting out historical stories, like the Pilgrims crossing the ocean (to what later became Plymouth, Massachusetts) on The Mayflower, as well as skits that I wrote myself. (Of course, in the fairy tales, just to keep the attention of the audience, I'd occasionally rewrite a few of the characters' lines using modern-day lingo or reference to the current social or world situations. Besides, some current events need to be lightened up, don't they?)                                       Hey! We're talking about doing "SOME FUN STUFF" here!
Aha! My next strategy would be to send out a questionnaire to the parents in order to discover any special talents or abilities they'd happen to have: sewing, carpentry, electrical and/or electronics, dance training, musical ability, make up...or just the willingness to paint background scenery or cue up the next player for entrance onto the stage. I was looking for as much gusto as I could get! Let me tell you that it's UTTERLY AMAZING what you can discover when you dig into the parents' talents and abilities! For instance, one parent was even a professional photographer, who had lighting equipment and could lend her professional lighting flair to a production. Then there was the DJ, who had professional sound equipment, the personality pizzaz and the announcer's voice to go with it! One dad was an electrician. On and on...just color me BLESSED! Parents were CLEARLY excited for this opportunity for their children. ( Not every kid wants an after-school athletic activity, you know!) While news of all kinds of back-up help literally POURED IN, I formulated a format I could use with every production because some things would always be needed.
Then came the time for me to fish for any current acting abilities we might have amongst the students, by having them volunteer to read a part aloud. (Secretly, I didn't care if anyone fell into the "I already have acting ability" category because my job was to work on acting anyway.) Mostly according to appropriate size and gender, the players' parts were decided.   
But before tackling learning their parts, more important things needed to be addressed. Let me tell you that...No matter WHAT PART anyone plays, it's NOT how many lines you have that's most important, IT'S WHAT YOU DO WITH THEM! Even a ONE-LINER done smashingly well can STEAL...THE...SHOW!!!                                                                                                
Alriiiiiiiight! ...                                                                        It's PIZZAZZ TIME, so let's BRING...IT...ON!!!                                        NO flat, personality-less words or actions allowed!                                               My goal?: To teach those children how to be actors or actresses!  
In our first activity, NO WORDS WERE ALLOWED!  I told the students that you don't have to even say ONE WORD to let someone know what you think or how you feel, because "Body English" can often do that for you EVEN BETTER than words! You can act with your eyebrows, your eyes, your mouth, your head, your shoulders, your arms, your hands, your fingers, your hips, your legs, your knees, your feet and your posture...or any combination, thereof!                                                                                            You know, John Wayne often said, "I don't ACT; I REACT!"                                   Given that thought, we played a game: I'd made up a stack of flashcards for the players to draw from, which described different circumstances someone might be in. OK. One player drew a card from the deck. He handed it to me. I read it aloud. The players were not permitted to speak. Then I reread that card aloud before each player took their turn reacting to that situation using one or more elements of "Body English".                                                                                                                                                     For instance, a card might say:                                                                                            "On tonight's evening news they said that the police are looking for a very dangerous criminal, who is reportedly in your neighborhood. They say that he'll be looking for a place to hide, so to be sure that you close your garage doors and lock your doors and windows. BUT...Your parents are away for a few minutes, and you're not sure if your house and garage are secure. It's dark outside. The house is quiet. And you hear a rustling in the bushes just outside of the livingroom window and you see a shadow through the drapes. Sh-h-h-h! Without making any noise, use as many parts of your body as you can to show us what you're thinking and how you feel at this moment."                                                                                                        
After each player had taken their turn and used "Body English" in order to react in their own way, we noted, from a list written on the blackboard, how many body parts had actually been used to convey thoughts and feelings. At the end of the session, we brainstormed whether any other ways to react had been neglected. The parents loved being invited to these "reacting" sessions so they could be in step with what we were trying to achieve.                                                                                                                    
Now for the "spoken" part of acting:                                                                                    We worked on INFLECTION:                                                                                                              Do you know that you can take a simple sentence and greatly change its meaning, according to WHICH word you stress?                                                                                           Here are two examples:                                                
Example 1.) She married him. :                                                                                                 SHE married him.                                                                                                                             She MARRIED him.                                                                                                                    She married HIM?                                                                                                   
Example 2.) She bought a new car :                                                                                                                                                                                                               SHE bought a new car.                                                                                                              She BOUGHT a new car.                                                                                                 She bought a NEW car.                                                                                                            She bought a new CAR.                                                                                                                                                                                    Now...couple the above inflection examples above with "Body English", and you're beginning to become an actor or actress!  :  )                                                                                                                                                                  
I recommended that the players go over their lines with their parents and use a highlighter to highlight what word or words should be stressed, and to use "Body English" to add animation to what they were saying. Since the parents had already been invited to be onboard with "reacting", all of this strengthened the bond between all of us and made our productions the best they could be.   
Acting-wise, things were moving along nicely! With the players at one end of the hallway reading their lines, and me, far away at the other end of the hallway, we worked on volume, which is probably the most difficult thing for young players to learn. Now, let's remember that, as teachers, we are ALWAYS insisting that students use their "indoor voices" inside of the school. Then was there any wonder that the players were a little confused when I told them they had to SHOUT their lines?  Well, after my being at the end of a long hallway and saying in a "singy-songy manner", "I CAN'T HEAR YOU!!!" many, many times...MISSION ACHIEVED!
Let me tell you that there's A TON to do in order to bring a production together! On some after-school evenings, the Dads and I would work on scenery-building. I'd show up in the school gym in jeans and a sweatshirt with my own wood-working equipment: saws, drills, level, hardware...plus lumber, in order to join the Dads in constructing the backdrops/scenery! Following the measurements of the high school choir risers, (which we had to borrow to use as a stage, since our school didn't have one), we constructed the sections of the backdrop we'd need. We utilized plywood triangles as a "must" at the corners of every section of backdrop so they would remain both square and rigid.  Then we used door hinges to connect the sections of backdrop together. Disassembly was easy: just remove the pins from the hinges and everything could moved and stored flat and in a minimum of space. These backdrop sections could be used for every production. We could staple white muslin sheeting onto the sections and dangle a cardboard window with painted-on curtains from the top of any section of the backdrop. Or, if it was supposed to be night, the background of the window would be painted black. Dying muslin sheeting black could give us an appearance of being outside at night... just attach a moon and a few stars!   
Practicing sessions began...and the excitement was "ELECTRIC"! Some afternoons after school, the Drama Club, plus adults, would spread out into all areas of the school to work. The building was a-buzz with activity, preparing for the production. We established "stations" so we could work on every aspect of the production. As I worked with any available players on acting and volume, the players who had a dance to do would work on that in the hallway with a talented parent. At a station somewhere else, a parent would be going over songs from the play with our singing players because we had tape-recorded piano music, thanks to our school music teacher. As the practicing ended in some areas, the players would switch out to an appropriate "station" they hadn't yet visited that afternoon, in order to get their needed practice there. In a distant room, the whirr of sewing machines could sometimes be heard, as parents who could sew sewed costumes. Sometimes there would be scenery-painting in the gym because it had the most unobstructed amount of room for that activity.
AND... Because we were "THE DRAMA CLUB"...
TA DA!!!                                                                                              WELCOME TO "THE WORLD OF LOW-TECH ILLUSIONS" COUPLED WITH "HIGH-ENERGY IMAGINATION"!                                                                                  Hello? This wasn't "Hollywood", you know!                                                Nevertheless, we were out to create "a suggestion" of "something" despite our "shoestring budget"!  Because "teamwork makes the dream work",please imagine along as I describe how we worked together to create MY ABSOLUTE FAVORITE SCENE OF ALL TIME ! :                                                                                                  
We were doing a representation of The Pilgrims crossing the Atlantic on The Mayflower. The backdrop was black because we were portraying a black, stormy night. The Mayflower, cut from a  4' x 8' sheet of cardboard was being tossed around on extremely rough seas. (Previously...We had attached 2"x2"s to the back of "the ship" onto which we'd attached 2 stationary drawer pulls. Two of our taller players, totally dressed in black grasped the drawer pulls and moved the ship in a violently undulating motion as they slowly moved it across the center of the stage.)                                                                               Positioned inside of the both right hand and the left hand wings at the front of the stage were two players holding a 2-foot long dowel in each hand, onto which stage-wide lengths of dark green and dark blue fabric were stretched. These particular players would move these lengths of blue and green fabric up and down, back and forth, in order to simulate the waves on the ocean, as the Mayflower struggled behind the "waves" across the center of the stage.                                                                                                     In this scene, we also needed to simulate a nasty storm with a hard rain, plus thunder and lightning, so here's what we did: Behind the stage, we had three microphones hooked up to our sound system. It took four players to "pull off" rain and thunder : Now, employing a large aluminum pot I'd borrowed from the school kitchen, one player pelted grains of rice rapidly in succession down into the pot while another player held a mic down inside it to pick up that sound. The audience thought they were hearing the sound of driven rain. Nearby, one player whipped a full sheet of posterboard back and forth near a mic to simulate the sound of thunder. Next we needed lightning, so another player was stationed at the light switch by the door to simulate lightning. I had instructed him to sporadically whip the toggle light switch back and forth rapidly to create the illusion of lightning strikes. Now, we all know that cause and effect go hand-in-hand, so behind stage one player held a mic as a half-circle of players made sounds of Pilgrims moaning and throwing up below deck from seasickness. No, no Pilgrims were actually visible in this scene, but the teamwork it took to accomplish these illusions was, in itself, extraordinary! As I said before, this scene was packed with "low-tech illusions" while having "high-energy imagination"!                                                                                  YEP! WE'D PROUDLY "PULLED...IT...OFF! Is there any reason why we shouldn't have received that STANDING OVATION that the audience gave us? Oh, WOW! I was visibly shaken as tears streamed down my face, never anticipating that audience reaction. These are, indeed, the types of wonderful surprises that life is made of.  
                                            ***********************
As I mentioned earlier, I wrote occasional skits in my career as a Drama Coach. My favorite, by far, was a skit that I wrote honoring EVERYONE'S favorite principal, Larry,  before he moved to a post in the District Administration Office. Larry was Italian. There was NEVER any principal who was more on top of the job than him! Color him 100% diligent in everything he did! He was always respected for being fair and never harsh in any way. News of his leaving our elementary school greatly saddened every single parent, teacher and child! We were all DEVASTATED! On Larry's last day, we planned the "Celebration of Larry". The PTO planned a beautiful luncheon. An assembly was planned at which the fifth grade choir planned to sing a couple appropriate songs and, as Drama Coach, I delivered  ONE...CRAZY...SKIT, which I wrote !                                                                                       I wrote about one of Larry's hectic principal's days...ON STEROIDS! I "plugged" players from past productions into the character parts of the skit. The stage was divided into three sections: the secretary's desk in the main office, Larry's office and Larry's home...complete with his wife, whom I'd never met, but I appropriately gave her the persona of an Italian wife, fun-lovingly speaking "Spaghetti English", AND ALL! 
The "school secretary" was a tall, thin, strawberry blonde fifth grader with naturally curly hair. Such a "ham"! She literally "dripped" of character, and I played that up! I had her to put her hair in an "up do". A few naturally curly tendrils escaped her hair clip, hanging in front of her ears, and actually artistically, at the nape of her neck. We stuck a few pencils in her hair "up do", which would be at her fingertips for quick use! I had purchased a pair of good, heavy-guage plastic fake eyelashes from Party City for her to wear. I had her to wear a pencil skirt, a white businessy-looking blouse that tied in a bow at the neckline...and, of course, high heels. She needed to bring props from home that she could pull from her desk drawer and use liberally during the skit : a mirrored compact, a tube of lipstick and a nail file. (Are you getting the idea what she was "all about"?) To finish off her "character", I gave her a large piece of pink bubble gum, which she'd chew and blow large bubbles with as she went about her secretarial duties. Plus, in addition to a small desk with drawers, I'd found, for "our secretary", (in the school stockroom) an ancient typewriter on a stand and an old cradle-style phone from the shelf of my own basement. There! Our secretary could now do a major part of "secretary stuff" in the skit. A scratch pad finished off her basic needs. 
I chose Jared, one of our tallest fifth grade boys, who had a "capable" air about him, to portray Larry in the skit. It was an excellent "fit"! Like Larry, he had slightly naturally curly hair that was dark. (A generous sprinkling of baby powder in Jared's hair just before "showtime" would be the perfect "aging" touch to his hair.) We planned it, and Jared dressed the "Larry" look, come the day of the skit. 
Now, Larry, himself, was a clean-shaven, slim, good-looking man of average height. He always wore oxford cloth button-down-collar shirts, a tie, usually khaki slacks and leather shoes. His hair was short, parted, impeccably groomed and salt-and-pepper...on the dark side. He was a mild-mannered man who was always seen with a legal pad and pen, on which he'd take notes of what teachers needed, appointments, questions he needed to get answers for, people he needed to get back to and everything else anyone can imagine. Whatever he'd written, plus much more, was his goal to get accomplished for the day...EVERY DAY! It was "a sure thing"! : You could absolutely bet on "mission accomplished" every afternoon before he left the building! 
That Drama Group rehearsed, giggling, with the players emulating their characters to perfection! We practiced, with the players paying close attention to their "role models" (except for Larry's wife) up until "showtime". 
In the script, I made sure that I wrote every type of interruption that ANY PRINCIPAL could possibly have...in rapid succession, and between every interruption his phone rang, and he guaranteed his callers immediate action or answers before hanging up...and, of course, ALWAYS writing notes to himself on his legal pad!                                                                     
The afternoon of "Showtime" finally arrived.! We were all on "pins and needles" and hype! The players were in their stage attire, makeup  and they were "up" for some  hilariously funny portrayals!                                                            
In the skit:
"Larry's" day was the afore-described NON-STOP DAY.  
For instance, some of Larry's encounters were:                                                                                                                A small crying kid enters Larry's office with a simulated bloody elbow (thanks to a red magic marker). Larry puts a bandaid on that elbow, gives him a lollipop, pats him on the head and sends him happily on his way back to class. 
Then, a small girl in a pointed party hat with a fancy candle-embellished cupcake enters. She hands it to Larry, who wishes her a Happy Birthday, puts it on his desk, opens a drawer and gives her a lollipop. She leaves happily.  
A teacher enters with a child's chair missing it's leg, but she has the leg plus a screw. Larry produces a screwdriver from his desk drawer, reattaches the leg, hands the reassembled chair to the teacher, who thanks him and leaves, happy.
A man and woman come in to talk about their child's test scores. They sit in chairs in front of Larry's desk. He has a file folder on his desk from which he pulls a typewritten paper. He shows it to them, pointing to things on that paper and tells them their child's test scores are wonderful. They stand, shake hands with Larry and they leave, happy.  
A lady wearing a flourescent-colored vest and a whistle around her neck enters Larry's office. She is leading two scruffy-looking little scrappers who each have a black eye and soiled clothing. She holds them apart as they glare and shake their fists at each other.                                                                                                              
Larry gets down on one knee between them. They point their fingers at each other, each of them shaking their heads, denying guilt. Larry tells them how disappointed he is to find them in this situation. Larry wags his finger back and forth at each of them, while shaking his head, as he explains that fighting on the playground is absolutely against the rules here. Making eye contact with each, he tells them that our school is a friendly place and that he is trusting them to, from now on, to be leaders among those here who are friendly. The dispute melts away. The boys smile at each other, shake hands and they leave with the playground supervisor. 
MEANWHILE...All the time while Larry was busy, our "school secretary" was a silent show of her own, save the clicking and dinging sound of that old-fashioned typewriter! A cradle phone was on her desk, which she answered, in silent animation, tucking it between her ear and her shoulder, mouthing silent words while fluffing at her hair in the mirror of her compact, blowing huge pink bubbles, touching up her lipstick and/or powdering her nose. (Secretly, I'd kind of "dropped the ball".  This day, I'd  given her ONLY ONE SHEET of typing paper. She typed furiously from the top to the bottom of that paper. But, being the creative girl that she was, she simply rolled out that one sheet of paper, TURNED IT OVER, REINSERTED IT , AND TYPED ON THE OTHER SIDE(!) A NUMBER OF TIMES!                                                                                                                       WHAT...A...HOOT!!!                                                                                                    (I only wish you could have seen that piece of typing paper! ...For she had hit any sequence of keys randomly, not actually typing exact words. Later, out of curiosity,  I held that paper up in front of my eyes, and it had been pounded so rigorously by the typewriter that I was able to see daylight everywhere through the HOLES in it! I'll repeat it: WHAT A HOOT! I laughed hilariously!) 
In the final scene of the skit, we find "Larry" having just arrived at home. "Larry's" wife, whom I casted as a woman who spoke what I call, "Spaghetti English", is complaining to "Larry" about HER day.                                                                                                   She says:                                                                                                                                            " I never get a minute's a-peace! This a-morning the dog ate a game piece off the coffee a-table. He was choking so I took-a him to the vet. He's-a still there because they said they'd-a come up with a solution.                                                                                      Then as soon as I got-a home, the school called-a me and told-a me to pick up Mary because she's-a got the pink eye. So I took-a her to the doctor.                                                                                      After lunch, I tuned into my-a soaps. Oh dear! I'm-a  so sorry! Suzanne discovered that-a Matt is cheating on-a her! What's-a gonna happen there?                                                                                               So here I am finally, a-doing the breakfast-a dishes!"                                                                                                   Then, realizing that she hasn't actually paid any attention to "Larry", she asks,                                           "And how was-a YOUR DAY, dear?"                                                                                        
I guess you could say that, UNEXPECTEDLY,this skit ended in a POOF, because, as though exhausted, our actor, "Larry", with the "faux-salt-and-pepper hair" fell backwards onto the sofa, his head landing sharply on a throw pillow.  SIMULTANEOUSLY, there was an HUGE POOF OF BABY POWDER(!) which brought THE ENTIRE HOUSE DOWN WITH A ROAR OF LAUGHTER!                                                                                                                      AND THAT INCLUDED THE "REAL" LARRY! 
A POOF?                                                                           I think that EVERY fun story should end in "A POOF"!  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

                                                                                          
                                             
                                                                                                                                                                                                   


 


  

